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Quantum Monte Carlo study of the H 2 impurity in small helium clusters
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We report ground state energies and structural properties for small helium clusters (4He) containing
a H2 impurity computed by means of variational and diffusion Monte Carlo methods. Except for
4He2H

2 that has a noticeable contribution from collinear geometries where the H2 impurity lies
between the two4He atoms, our results show that4HeNH2 clusters have a compact4HeN subsystem
that binds the H2 impurity on its surface. The results forN>3 can be interpreted invoking the
different features of the minima of the He–He and He–H2 interaction potentials. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50501-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Weakly bound atomic and molecular clusters repres
an interesting and growing field of research in both chem
try and physics.1 They are useful to understand the evoluti
of the properties from microscopic systems to bulk mat
Moreover, they generate alluring questions whose answ
are not trivial due to the important interplay between d
namical and geometrical factors in the cluster description1,2

Among the most studied systems, rare gas clusters poss
rich and intriguing set of properties directly related to t
weakness of the interaction between their constituent ato1

The shallow well of their interaction potential energy surfa
~PES! allows the rare gas atoms in a cluster to have la
amplitude vibrational motions, therefore sampling all t
features of the PES itself, and precluding the use of the u
harmonic approximation to describe their vibrational ene
levels.3

Moreover, the clusters of the lightest rare gases unde
a solid–liquid transition at temperatures of the order of f
Kelvins, so they represent good candidates as a med
where reactions can take place, allowing to study and
velop low temperature chemistry. Unfortunately, a dire
spectroscopic study of the droplets of rare gases to acq
accurate information about their internal dynamics is
easy to carry out, due to the absence of any chromoph
unit.1 Furthermore, molecular beam experiments genera
too low concentration of small clusters to allow neutron sc
tering studies of the internal structure.1

Recently, after the discovery that rare gas clusters
easily pick up one or more atomic and molecular impuritie4

attention has been paid to study the effect of the impurity
the cluster and vice versa.5–14 These studies focused esp
cially on the spectroscopic properties of the impurity in t

a!Electronic mail: Mose.Casalegno@unimi.it
b!Electronic mail: Massimo.Mella@unimi.it
c!Electronic mail: Gabriele.Morosi@unimi.it
d!Electronic mail: dario@fis.unico.it
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cluster medium, as a tool to probe the dynamics of the c
ter itself. The necessity to supplement the experimental sp
troscopic results with an interpretation of the measured pr
erties has recently renewed the theoretical interest on th
species. Among the most frequent computatio
studies8,10,12,14there are the test of the accuracy of the ava
able PES describing the interaction between the various
oms and molecules, and the calculation of the effect on
measured spectroscopic quantities of the increase of the
mension of the cluster~i.e., the number of rare gas atoms!.

Among the rare gas atoms,4He owes its importance to
the strong quantum features it displays in clusters and
liquid bulk at low temperatures.1 These features are respo
sible for the macroscopic superfluid behavior of4He, that
manifests itself in the total absence of viscosity and in
ability to quickly transport the heat from a source to t
surrounding matter.15,16

Differently from 4He, heavier rare gases show a mo
‘‘classical’’ behavior; although their motions are still highl
anharmonic, they present average interatomic distributi
resembling the minimum energy geometry distributions. T
difference can be attributed both to the heavier masses o
rare gas and to the stronger interaction between
atoms.10–12,14

In the remaining of this article we concentrate on t
characteristic features of the doped4He clusters, which are
far more interesting and complicated than the heavier r
gas ones.

A recent experiment on the OCS molecule absorbed
small 4He clusters has definitively shown that superfluid
can be found even in microscopic aggregates, putting an
to a long debate.17 Moreover, the low temperature of thes
clusters can help spectroscopic studies on large molecu
the electronic spectra of the amino acids tryptophan and
rosine were simplified by cooling their vibrational motio
inside an4He droplet,18 allowing an easier interpretation o
the experimental results.

While alkali and alkali-earth atoms are adsorbed on4He
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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clusters and then investigated by electronic spectra,19,20 all
other impurities, studied by means of infrared spectrosco
reside inside the clusters themselves,6,17 and strongly pertur-
bate their structure and properties. This difference is du
the weaker or stronger interactions between the helium a
and the doping molecule than between two helium ato
Different information on the total dynamics of these agg
gates could be extracted if the impurity perturbates o
slightly the cluster, or even if, when attached to the drop
it generates a system whose global properties can be stu
by means of microwave or infrared techniques.

Recently, a high accuracy PES for the helium–hydr
ion interaction has become available;21 the main features o
this interaction potential are the small depth~about 4 cm21!,
and the large value of the distance where the minimum
located~about 13 bohr!. These features show themselves
the wide amplitude motion of the dimer~the mean value for
the4He–H2 distance is about 22 bohr!, and in the long tail of
the vibrational ground state wave function. An interesti
property of this quantum system is given by the existence
an excited rotational state withJ51.21 A recent calculation
by Li and Lin22 using a model potential provided and in
dipendent check of these results, even if no quantita
agreement could be expected.

The weak interaction between He and H2 makes the
hydride anion a good candidate for studies on the He clus
weakly perturbed by an impurity. Due to the presence o
negative charge that is able to polarize the helium atom,
HeH2 system should have a finite dipole moment, hence
be microwave active. Moreover, because of the small m
difference between4He and H2, the spectroscopic tech
niques should probe the quantum motion of the whole s
tem. This could be the case also for clusters containing m
helium atoms, allowing, as stated before, to collect differ
information about the quantum dynamics of these agg
gates.

In this article we studied both the energetics and str
tures of the ground state of the4HeNH2 clusters using quan
tum Monte Carlo~QMC! methods. During the last few year
these methods have been proved to give quite accurate i
mation even for highly quantum systems like heliu
clusters.23–25The main goal of this study is to obtain a cle
picture of the relative motion and distribution between t
4He and the H2 species, with a special emphasis on the
cation of the H2 impurity with respect to the4HeN moiety.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: S
II contains the description of the theoretical approach, of
interaction potentials used and few comments about
Monte Carlo simulations. Section III contains the discuss
of the Monte Carlo results, while Sec. IV reports our conc
sions and possible future directions of this study.

II. METHODS

In atomic units, the Hamiltonian operator for an
4HeNH2 clusters containing N4He atoms and one H2 ion is

H52
1

2 S (
i 51

N
¹ i

2

m4He
1

¹H2
2

mH2
D 1V~R!, ~1!
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whereV(R) is the interaction potential andR is a point in
configuration space. Here, we assume a pair potential of
form

V~R!5(
i , j

VHeHe~r i j !1(
i

VHeH2~r i !, ~2!

where r i j is the distance between thei th and j th helium
atom, whiler i is the distance between thei th helium atom
and the hydride ion. In this work, forVHeHe(r i j ) we employ
the recent Tang–Toennies–Yiu~TTY! pair potential26 that is
not based on any kind of empirical information. This choi
allows us to directly compare our results with the recent o
obtained by Lewerenz,25 who used this pair potential to com
pute energetics and structure of various small4HeN clusters.
To obtain the pair potential between He and H2 we fitted the
accurate full configuration interaction results by Bendazz
Evangelisti, and Passarini21 employing an analytical form
tailored to approximate all the three regions of the poten
energy curve with similar accuracy,

VHeH2~r !5a1r a2e2a3r1a4 r ,10 bohr, ~3!

VHeH2~r !5a5~12e2a6~r 2a7!!22a8 10 bohr<r<20 bohr,
~4!

VHeH2~r !52
a9

r 4 r .20 bohr. ~5!

This approach differs from the one used by Bendazz
Evangelisti, and Passarini in their work, since they chose
interpolate their data using exponential splines instead of
ting them with any analytical model. To fit the 19 comput
values of the interaction potential with our analytical mod
we used the Levenberg–Marquard algorithm, imposing a
lytically the continuity between the functions at 10 and
bohr. The parameters obtained by means of this proced
are ~in atomic units!: a151.303 648,a2521.297 418,a3

50.750 314 6,a4520.000 019 89,a550.000 012 769,a6

50.313 155, a7513.0, a850.000 014 67, and a9

50.736 841. Figure 1 shows both the fittedVHeH2(r ) and the
TTY VHeHe(r ) potentials. From Fig. 1, one can note that t
two potentials have quite different well depth and location
the minimum; these results can be explained remembe
that H2 is very diffuse, and for this reason the repulsi
interaction starts at large internuclear separation. Theref
the attractive charge-induced dipole interaction should
very weak and the well depth quite small. For the chos

FIG. 1. He–He and He–H2 interaction potentials~mhartree!.
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form of the model potential we used, oura9 parameter
should represent theC4 coefficient of the standard charge
induced dipole interaction. This value was already compu
by Spelsberg, Lorenz, and Meyer27 to be 0.694 by means o
sophisticated atomic calculations. Although oura9 value dif-
fers from their by less than 5%, some doubt might ar
about the accuracy of our fitted potential. Since in the
<r ,` region the fitting of theab initio computed potentia
by our model appears quite accurate, this difference sho
be due to different accuracy of theab initio results by
Bendazzoli, Evangelisti, and Passarini with respect to
ones obtained by Spelsberg, Lorenz, and Meyer.27 Compar-
ing the results computed with various methods and basis
in Ref. 21, one could get a feeling about their relative ac
racy. From this comparison we do not expect the full co
figuration interaction results to be more accurate than 5%
their value for all the range of distances studied. This mi
explain the difference between oura9 and theC4 by Spels-
berg, Lorenz, and Meyer.

Employing our model potential, we solved the Schr¨-
dinger equation for the He–H2 system using the grid metho
proposed by Tobin and Hinze28 obtaining20.3980 cm21 as
ground state energy. This value is in fair agreement with
result of20.4000 cm21 obtained by Bendazzoli, Evangelist
and Passarini.21

In this work we do not introduce any kind of informatio
about three-body forces. For pure helium clusters one co
use the standard Axilrod–Teller term29 to augment the pair
potential approximation. As to4He2H

2 three-body contribu-
tion to the potential energy an estimation can be easily gi
using simple electrostatic concepts. Employing the formu
for the dipole–dipole interaction energy and for the char
induced dipole presented in Ref. 30 one obtains that
charge-induced dipole-induced dipole interactionEcdd for an
isosceles triangle configuration is given by

Ecdd52
a2Z2

R3r 4 @123 cos3~u!#, ~6!

wherea is the dipole polarizability of He,R is the distance
between the two He atoms,r is the distance between He an
H2, Z is the ion charge, andu is the angle between th
He–He and He–H2 vectors. ForR and r equal to the equi-
librium distances of the He–He and He–H2 potentials, this
term is of the order of 1027hartree, i.e., two orders of mag
nitude smaller than the depth of the He–H2 potential well.
Moreover, recent calculations carried out on the4He2H

2 tri-
mer by Bendazzoli31 show no appearance of three-body e
fects in the potential energy surface.

To approximate the ground state wave functions
these systems, we employed the commonly used pair pro
form,24

CT~R!5)
i , j

N

c~r i j !)
i

N

f~r i ! ~7!

and no one-body part was used. This fact guarantees tha
do not introduce any center-of-mass kinetic energy com
nent in the description of the cluster, avoiding us the burd
d
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of subtracting it to obtain the internal energy of the syste
Both thec(r ) andf(r ) functions have the same analytic
form,

c~r !5f~r !5expF2
p5

r 52
p3

r 32
p2

r 22p1r 2p0 ln~r !G . ~8!

This form is identical to the one employed by Rick, Lync
and Doll24 except for the presence of the new term2p3 /r 3

previously used by Barnett and Whaley23 in their study of
helium clusters. During the preliminary stages of our wo
this term was found to improve significantly the variation
energy of the wave function, and to have a positive imp
on the stability of the wave function optimization.

The chosen form for the trial wave function makes im
possible to compute analytically the matrix elements of
Hamiltonian operator, and numerical methods must be u
to obtain the energy and other mean values for a given
wave function. The variational Monte Carlo~VMC! method
is well suited for this goal since it requires only the evalu
tion of the trial wave function, its gradient, and its Laplacia
Since this and other Monte Carlo methods are well descri
in the literature,32 we refer the reader to it and to our prev
ous work in this field for the details. However, it is releva
to point out that all the mean values were computed
means of the general integral,

^O&5
* f ~R!Oloc~R!dR

* f ~R!dR
, ~9!

where

Oloc~R!5
OCT~R!

CT~R!
~10!

and f (R)5CT
2(R) for VMC, while f (R)5CT(R)C0(R) for

diffusion Monte Carlo~DMC!. In VMC calculations, Eq.~9!
gives the expectation value of theO operator over the trial
wave functionCT , while in DMC simulations Eq.~9! gives
an improved estimate of the value, or the exact result if theO
operator does not commute or commutes with the Ham
tonian.

As to our general strategy to optimize the trial wa
functions for the clusters studied, we usually select the
rameters of the exponential part in Eq.~8! by minimizing the
estimate of the variance of the local energy over a fix
sample of walkers,

s25
1

Nwalker
(
i 51

Nwalker

@Eloc~Ri !2Eref#
2. ~11!

All the VMC optimization, and the VMC and DMC
simulations were carried out using at least 5000 walkers;
the DMC simulations were run employing a time step of 2
hartree21 and the accuracy of the results was checked r
ning few more simulations with smaller time steps to ens
that the time step bias was negligible for all the expectat
values.

The wave function parameters are presented in Tab
for all the clusters studied in this work.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the optimized trial wave functions.

NHe f p5 p3 p2 p1 p0 c p5 p2 p1 p0

1 6725.6 1922.3 12.44 0.0863 0.342
2 0.0 1531.0 41.89 0.0707 0.429 2654.5 12.26 0.0594 0.
3 27.7 1531.6 9.40 0.0616 0.242 2854.5 10.33 0.0564 0.
4 154.5 1317.6 10.60 0.0571 0.126 2323.9 18.23 0.0654 0.
5 381.0 1015.2 51.37 0.0476 0.353 2410.2 22.60 0.0 1.
6 1588.1 978.3 45.62 0.0457 0.255 2339.5 22.96 0.0028 1.
7 6293.5 986.6 34.62 0.0462 0.139 2304.0 21.96 0.0105 0.
8 10791.7 946.8 11.40 0.0369 0.222 2165.2 26.39 0.0083 0.
9 5466.4 944.5 23.71 0.0420 0.101 2474.2 18.97 0.0034 0.

10 5221.4 836.9 10.10 0.0352 0.0 2328.0 19.49 0.0044 0.
11 5221.4 836.9 10.10 0.0352 0.0 2328.0 19.49 0.0044 0.
12 5221.4 836.9 10.10 0.0352 0.0 2328.0 19.49 0.0044 0.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to check our code, we carried out DMC sim
lations on the small systems4He2,

4He3, and4He4 employing
the parameter listed in Ref. 24 for the trial wave functio
Our DMC results, 20.000 89~1! cm21 for 4He2,
20.087 84~7! cm21 for 4He3 and20.3886~1! cm21 for 4He4,
are in optimal agreement with the results obtained
Lewerenz.25 As far as4HeH2 is concerned, we optimized
wave function of the form of Eq.~8! obtaining20.369 87~8!
cm21 as mean energy. Using this trial wave function w
obtained a DMC energy of20.3969~4! cm21, in agreement
with the result of20.3980 cm21 previously obtained by
means of a grid method.

The remaining small discrepancy with the result
Bendazzoli, Evangelisti, and Passarini21 is due to the differ-
ent method we used to obtain an analytical representatio
the interaction potential, and shows the accuracy of the fi
potential.

These results allow a first comparison between4He2 and
4HeH2; although the well depth of the interaction potent
energy between two helium atoms is almost twice the w
depth of the HeH2 potential, and the reduced mass of4HeH2

is smaller than the one of4He2, the total energies differ by
more than two orders of magnitude favoring the stability
4HeH2. This outcome can be explained observing that
HeH2 potential has a longer asymptotic decay and a s
lower well than the He–He potential. These features refl
-
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themselves in a narrower wave function and a smaller m
distance between4He and H2 than between4He and4He.

Having tested our code, we optimized a trial wave fun
tion for the smallest cluster4He2H

2 starting from the param-
eters of the wave functions of the two dimers4He2 and
4HeH2. Since this initial wave function was a crude approx
mation to the ground state, instead of using a VMC distrib
tion of walkers to carry out the parameter optimization, w
employed a DMC simulation to select the configuration
This alternative way, although seldom used, has the adv
tage to push the distribution towards the correct one, bias
the selection of the parameters of the trial wave funct
toward better ones. After a couple of optimization steps
ing the DMC distributions, the wave function parameters h
roughly converged, allowing us to use VMC simulations
compute mean values and to select the new configuration
carry out the optimization procedure itself for this small sy
tem.

For all the4HeNH2 systems withN.2 the wave func-
tion optimization was started using the parameters of
cluster having one helium atom less. We found this choice
be a good initial guess for the minimization procedure and
select the set of configurations by means of a VMC simu
tion. The VMC results obtained by means of the optimiz
tion of the trial wave function for the4HeNH2 are shown in
Table II.

Since our trial wave functions are only an approximati
TABLE II. VMC and DMC energy and mean potential results for the4HeNH2 clusters. All energy values are
in cm21.

N E0
VMC V0

VMC s E0
DMC V0

DMC E0
VMC/E0

DMC

2 21.0565~15! 22.9628~87! 1.291~11! 21.0912~7! 22.9804~21! 0.97
3 21.9673~2! 25.7457~22! 1.927~17! 22.0476~20! 25.7918~65! 0.95
4 23.0392~15! 29.633~11! 2.458~22! 23.2569~66! 29.656~22! 0.94
5 24.3718~21! 212.424~13! 2.941~65! 24.6725~43! 213.280~13! 0.93
6 25.8072~43! 217.601~15! 3.928~44! 26.2570~44! 218.628~19! 0.93
7 27.3083~21! 222.314~13! 4.433~43! 27.9667~65! 223.219~22! 0.91
8 28.8820~44! 228.356~20! 5.421~44! 29.799~18! 229.211~66! 0.90
9 210.5718~65! 235.956~17! 7.023~65! 211.763~22! 235.70~13! 0.89

10 212.2025~66! 239.329~22! 7.638~21! 213.850~11! 240.73~12! 0.88
11 213.703~11! 248.305~44! 9.437~64! 215.990~17! 248.54~16! 0.85
12 214.900~17! 258.27~11! 11.588~65! 218.220~15! 257.21~22! 0.82
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of the true ground state functions and allow to compute o
approximate properties of these clusters, to project out all
remaining excited state contributions we employed DM
simulations to sample the distribution f (R)
5CT(R)C0(R). VMC and DMC energy and potential mea
values are shown in Table II. Comparing DMC and VM
energy results, one can note that the percentage of tota
ergy recovered by the VMC wave functions decreases
monotonic fashion, starting from 97% for theN52 cluster
and ending to 82% for the largest clusterN512 studied in
this work. At present, we are not able to include any defi
tive explanation of this behavior, but we feel that it could
due either to the limitation of the model function itself or
the optimization procedure based on the variance of the l
energy, or both.

Differently from what has been noted in Ref. 25 for th
pure helium clusters, energies and other mean values fo
4HeNH2 systems converged quite easily even for the smal
clusters withN<4.

From the results shown in Table II, supplemented w
the DMC results by Lewerenz on pure helium clusters, o
can compute various interesting energetic quantities:

Eex~N!5E4HeN
2E4HeN21H2 ,

Egrow
H2

~N!5E4HeN21H22E4HeNH2 ,

Egrow
He ~N!5E4HeN21

2E4HeN
,

Ebind~N!5E4HeN
2E4HeNH2 , ~12!

whereEex(N) represents the energy that is released excha

ing an helium atom with the hydride ion,Egrow
H2

(N) and
Egrow

He (N) the energies that are released adding a4He to an
already formed4HeN21H2 or 4HeN21 cluster, respectively
while Ebind(N) is the binding energy of H2 to the4HeN clus-
ter. These quantities are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 to allo
quick comparison, together with the total energy a

FIG. 2. Ebind , Egrow
H2

and Eex vs the number of He atoms for the4HeNH2

clusters. Energies are in cm21.
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Egrow(N) for the pure helium clusters obtained by Leweren
We supplemented his results with the total energy for4He11

~27.288~3! cm21!, 4He12 ~28.746~7! cm21!, 4He13

~210.299~4! cm21! computed in this study.
Similarly to the results obtained by Barnett and Whale5

in their work on helium clusters containing an hydrogen m
ecule as impurity, from Figs. 2 and 3 it is possible to no
that the energetics of these small4HeNH2 clusters is domi-
nated by the presence of the H2 ion. The total energy of the
4HeNH2 appears to be much lower than the energy of4HeN .
For the clusters we studied, bothEbind(N) andEgrow(N) in-
crease almost linearly with the number of helium atoms. T
is an expected result forEgrow(N) since, if no three-body
contribution to the potential energy is present, the total
ergy of a cluster should be roughly proportional to the nu
ber of pairs present. As far asEbind(N) is concerned, its
almost linear behavior cannot be explained by means o
similar reasoning; this outcome could be easily rationaliz
if H2 were solvated by the He atoms. Unfortunately th
appears to be hardly possible, due to the quite different w
minimum location of the two potentials.

To obtain information about the structure of doped clu
ters, during the DMC simulations we collected the rad
distribution R(r ) from the center of mass for both4He and
H2,

RCM5
m4He( i 51

N r i1mH2rH2

NHem4He1mH2
~13!

and from the geometrical center of the cluster

RG5
( i 51

N r i1rH2

NHe11
. ~14!

Figures 4 and 5 display the results forR(r ) respect to the
geometrical center; these are normalized such that

E
0

`

R~r !Her
2dr5NHe ~15!

FIG. 3. Total energy andEgrow for both pure He and H2 doped clusters.
Energies are in cm21.
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for the helium atoms, while

E
0

`

R~r !H2r 2dr51 ~16!

for the H2 ion. We chose to show onlyR(r ) with respect to
the geometrical center, since the same quantity comp
with respect to the center of mass does not introduce
new information.

Comparing the He radial density distributions shown
Fig. 4 with the same profiles obtained by Lewerenz,25 it is
possible to note that they appear quite similar except for
three-body cluster, i.e.,4He2H

2. The He density distribution
for this cluster shows a maximum around 5.30 bohr,
there is no trace of the rise of the density for small distan
from the center that can be seen in the case of4He3. Never-
theless, the plot of Fig. 4 shows that He can occupy
geometrical center position, i.e.,4He2H

2 in its ground state
can be found in the linear geometry where the H2 ion is
external to the4He2 moiety. Increasing the number of H
atoms present in the cluster, the density near the cluster
ter rises toward the bulk value, represented in Fig. 4 by
horizontal dashed line. Similarly to the pure He clusters,
helium atoms appear to be completely delocalized with
indication of any shell filling structure.

The H2 density distributions shown in Fig. 5, show ev
dence of a peaked distribution of the impurity with respec
the shallower profile of the He atoms. Upon increasing
number of helium atoms in the cluster, the H2 is pushed
toward larger distances from the center and the penetra

FIG. 4. Radial density distribution of the He atoms with respect to
geometrical center of the clusters.

FIG. 5. Radial density distribution of the H2 ion with respect to the geo-
metrical center of the clusters.
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of H2 decreases in a fairly monotonic fashion. The on
exception to this behavior is the smallest cluster4He2H

2; its
distribution shows a rise beyond statistical fluctuation fo
distance from the center less than the minimum loca
around 4.1 bohr. This result indicates that in the4He2H

2

cluster the linear geometry where H2 lies between the He
atoms plays a significant role although H2 has a larger prob-
ability to lie 10 bohr away from the center of the cluste
Concluding, except for the smallest cluster of the series,
impurity is not solvated by the4He atoms, having a smal
probability to be found near the center of the cluster. Ana
gous conclusions can be obtained by the density distribut
computed with respect to the center of mass of the clust

The pair distribution functionsP(r ) of the4He–4He and
4He–H2 distances are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respective
These distributions are normalized such that*0

`P(r )r 2dr
5NHe. Again, the He–He distribution has many similaritie
with the same quantity computed in Ref. 25, showing a sh
range structure given by the sharp boundary hole aro
each He atom and a long decaying tail for large distanc
Moreover, for N>10, our pair distributions show a wea
shoulder around 12–13 bohr; the onset of this peculiarity
the He–He pair distribution was already noted by Barn
and Whaley23 for 4He13 and4He14 and explained by means o
the appearance of the second-nearest-neighbor coordin
shell. This cannot be the case for ourN510– 12 clusters,
where the icosahedral shell filling is not even completed
similar feature seems to appear for4He10 in the pair distri-
bution shown by Lewerenz in his work on pure clusters25

We interpret this feature as due to the presence of a l
residual of an almost icosahedral structure of the clust

e FIG. 6. He–He pair distribution in the clusters.

FIG. 7. He–H2 pair distribution in the clusters.
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i.e., 4He does not have only first neighbors. Moreover,
suspect this trait to be emphasized by the light deforma
of the 4HeN moiety distribution due to the impurity residen
on its surface. The presence of this deformation for all
studied clusters is supported by the almost linear behavio
Ebind shown in Fig. 2, and by the fact that only small chang
take place in the form of the He–H2 distributions~Fig. 7!
upon increasing of the number of atoms in the clusters.

To find a more sound support to our interpretation ab
the He moiety distortion for the larger studied clusters,
computed the DMC mean valuêcos(u)& for the angle be-
tween the vectors connecting the center of the He mo
with a He atom and the H2. If the He moiety were spherica
^cos(u)& should be exactly zero by basic symmetry arg
ments. Any deviation from this value indicates an over
distortion of the helium subcluster. Our computed values
^cos(u)&520.2084(2) for He8H

2, ^cos(u)&520.1873(3)
for He9H

2, ^cos(u)&520.1675(2) for He10H
2, ^cos(u)&

520.1517(3) for He11H
2, and ^cos(u)&520.1391(2) for

He12H
2. These results indicate a strong deformation of

He subclusters, the value ofu being on average larger tha
p/2. Moreover, this deformation seems to reduce on go
toward larger clusters, as if the helium atom subcluster
came more compact and the impurity were less able to
tort the moiety.

From the sampled density and pair distributions, d
played in Figs. 4–7, various mean distances can be comp
by simple one dimensional integration. In Table III, we r
port the values for̂ r HeH2&, ^r HeHe&, ^r HeCM&, and^r H2CM&.
Comparing our̂ r HeHe& and ^r HeCM& results with the mean
values computed by Lewerenz for the clusters containing
same total number of particles, we note that our doped c
ters have a more compact structure of the4He atom moiety
than the pure ones, certainly due to the presence of
strongly binding impurity. Both mean distances show a sh
decrease up toN55 where a minimum is located, and
smooth increase going towards largerN. This behavior can
be explained easily by means of standard arguments; g
from N52 to N55 the mean interaction between the pa
ticles increases due to their increased number, giving ris
a stronger binding between them. ForN.5 the cluster be-
comes larger due to the addition of another4He atom, in
spite of the augmented total interaction energy. A sim

TABLE III. DMC mean values for observables of the4HeNH2 clusters. All
values are in bohr.

NHe ^r HeH2& ^r HeHe& ^r H2CM& ^r HeCM&

2 21.004 14.856 12.997 9.923
3 20.380 13.234 14.153 8.941
4 20.042 12.224 14.942 8.279
5 19.964 12.210 15.251 8.263
6 20.002 12.459 15.811 8.392
7 20.172 12.621 16.221 8.567
8 20.019 12.590 16.333 8.570
9 20.257 12.798 16.717 8.674

10 20.574 12.983 17.123 8.874
11 20.547 12.920 17.236 8.889
12 20.513 12.936 17.332 8.883
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behavior is displayed by thêr HeH2& mean values, and it can
be rationalized by means of the same arguments.

As far as^r H2CM& is concerned, its monotonic increas
on going towards largerN can be explained, rememberin
that H2 stays on the surface of the He moiety, by the join
effect of the increased dimension of the4He atoms moiety
and of the displacement of the center of mass location ins
the moiety itself, due to a simple mass effect.

As previously stated, these mean values are not e
since their operators do not commute with the system Ham
tonian. To check the overall accuracy of our results, we c
ried out finite field calculations on the larger clusters as p
posed by Sandler, Buch, and Clary33 to obtain an
independent estimation of these quantities. The differe
between finite-field and mixed estimator results were fou
generally, smaller than 2%–3% for all the observabl
showing that our optimized trial wave functions allow acc
rate calculations of structural quantities for this clusters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented the first quantum mechani
study of an anionic impurity in4He clusters. We approxi-
mated the total interaction potential as a sum of pair com
nents, therefore excluding any non addictive effect in
description of the systems. From our semiclassical anal
of the charge-induced-dipole-induced-dipole interaction,
feel that the three-body interaction between two He and
H2 should not play a major role than in the pure He case
defining both energetics and structure of the clusters.
want to stress that the used two-body potential between
and H2, although it represents the present state of the art
this small system, might not allow to get the finest details
the energy differences between different clusters, but that
gross picture of both energy and structure should be corre
described.

Our results show the H2 ion to be located on the surfac
of the cluster, except for the4He2H

2 cluster where it has a
finite probability to be found between the two He atoms in
linear geometry. Our total energy values show that the in
action between helium and the impurity is an important co
ponent of the total energy of the system, while our me
geometrical values show that the helium moiety is sligh
contracted with respect to the pure cluster case. We cons
this fact to be due to the form of the interaction potent
between an helium atom and the impurity, and especially
its longer tail respect to the He–He potential.

As far as the possibility to record a microwave spectru
of these systems is concerned, the location of the impurity
the cluster surface seems to indicate that this is possible
least in principle. In fact, the cluster structures resem
mostly the structure of a heteronuclear diatomic molec
whose lightest atom carries a negative charge, and wh
heaviest atom has a fairly large radius.

In conclusions, the effects of the isotopic substitution
H2 with D2 on the structure and energetics are worth
study, since they were found quite important for HeH2.21

We expect these effects to be especially important for
excited rotational states of these complexes, so we are p
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ning to extend our study in this new direction, i.e., to co
pute ground state properties for clusters containing D2, and
rotational excited states for both the doping impurities.34
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